Today’s Business Solutions sponsors and promotes many programs that encourage sustainability...including coordinating recycling programs during our Catalog Swap and making sure all old catalogs are recycled instead of added to the land fill.

Sustainability touches many aspects of our business, and it is important for us to reduce our carbon footprint, especially since our customers include world-leading universities and research institutions in biotechnology, carbon trading, environment, energy and natural resources law. It is important for us to be an equal partner with our suppliers and customers. We strive to creative innovative solutions and programs to match the pioneering environment our customers are known for.

Everyday products like paper and ink can play a big role in corporate social responsibility (CSR) programs. We can help you identify environmentally preferable products, and also help you measure your impact with our unique reporting abilities. Minimizing environmental impacts throughout our business, especially in areas of product stewardship and energy management, is a key component of our success as a company.

• Marketing of Environmentally Preferable Products including Recycled Toner Cartridges
• TerraCycle Recycling Program
• Toner Recycling Program
• Closed Loop Paper Program
• Managed Print
• Asset Disposition
• Green Mondays/Fridays

As the sole preferred supplier for the Texas A&M University we have initiated a complete Green program which includes manufacturer supported initiatives, rebate programs and our exclusive closed-loop paper program. We were able to help the University of Houston in their sustainability initiatives as well. “Green UH” is now ranked by Princeton Review as one of the most sustainable programs in America and UH currently recycles about 40% of all waste.

TBS sponsored REV Eco-Shuttles at the Houston Minority Supplier Development Council annual EXPO event. These vehicles took guests from the George R. Brown Convention Center to the reception at the Rice Hotel. REV Eco Shuttles are short trip, all-electric vehicles-energy efficient & produce zero emissions!